
 

Post Processor Heidenhain 530 is designed for 2D machining, this post processor also includes functions such as: thread cutting, drilling and tapping, and complex arc welding. With the help of Heidenhain 530 Per Solidcam post processor software you will be able to work more efficiently at the same time as increasing your efficiency. Heidenhain 530 Post Processor available with SolidCAM 2018
provides a number of advanced features including: -Hole-to-Hole Chamfer: Allows users to quickly select redundant or unneeded hole locations and create a chamfer between them to automatically produce a single chamfered surface that eliminates all unnecessary geometry from the final product. -Inch or Metric: Allows you to select from a range of options, including Inch and Metric workflows.
Users can view on-screen a list of options including Angle/Degrees, Diameter/Pitch, Radius, etc. -Post Processor Sets: Post Processor Sets allow you to customize post processor settings on an individual basis depending on the application at hand. This allows for more efficient workflows by allowing users to quickly load up the appropriate settings for each individual job. •Reorganize Viewport Names:
Viewport names in Heidenhain 530 are organized in a hierarchy that allows for quick access to viewports by name or type depending upon your preference. -Tooling Library: The Post Processor Heidenhain 530 includes a library of standard tooling including stop diameters, standard staggered shoulder cutter depths, and surface roughness parameters. -Lead In/Out: This option enables you to adjust the
length of the lead in and lead out for each of your features. This can be particularly useful if your machine is not able to accommodate very small lead ins or lead outs of typical size cutters. •Material Removal Viewport: The Material Removal Viewport allows for greater visualization and control of material removal. This viewport allows users to visually monitor the depth and width of each successive
pass as it is executed by your workholding system. •Position: The Position Viewport allows you to apply a reference coordinate system to the active viewport. -Toolpath Tips: This option allows you to see a list of tips available for each toolpath. These tips can be helpful with machining various features such as arcs or loops. •Comparison Report: The Comparison Report is used to compare two separate
post processors side-by-side, allowing users to quickly see what’s different between the two. This report can be very valuable when training new operators, as it provides an easy way for them to learn how to properly set up post processors.

Post Processor Heidenhain 530 for Solidcam also supports . stp files for import and export, Tool Library with standard tooling, Stop Diameters, Standard Shoulder Cutter Depth and Surface Roughness Parameters. With the help of Heidenhain 530 Per Solidcam post processor software you will be able to work more efficiently at the same time as increasing your efficiency. All SolidCAM users who
want to get this Post Processor should contact SSG CAM Support Team.

Post Processor Heidenhain 530 is designed for 2D machining, this post processor also includes functions such as: thread cutting, drilling and tapping, and complex arc welding.
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